Stanley Black & Decker
Stanley Black & Decker relies entirely on pick-to-light
PROJECT
• Zonepicking with pick-to-light
• Weight control for flawless
deliveries
• Packaging line including
boxclosers

In 2011, Stanley Black & Decker decided to merge four distribution centers into
one new operation in Tessenderlo. The fact that the tools producer would use pickto-light in the new DC, was something that was soon clear. The rock solid confidence in this order picking technology, which was provided by Inther, has not been
ashamed. On the contrary, says Dominic Vogels from Stanley Black & Decker: “The
combination of Inther’s system and the automatic packaging line makes an important contribution to the productivity of the entire DC.”
Stanley Black & Decker’s European distribution center is located in Tessenderlo (Belgium)
and is 60,000 square meters. Most of it is designed for the storage and order picking of
hand tools, power tools and storage systems. This operation was largely established by
Inther. That has everything to do with the complete concept that Inther designed. The concept includes a zone picking system with pick-to-light and weight control and a packaging
line which includes six packing stations, an automatic boxcloser and a strapper. Inther’s
warehouse control system (WCS) controls every component. “Thanks to pick-to-light, we
can concentrate the order picking process in
a compact area, with short walking distances
and a high productivity as a result”, explains
Dominic Vogels, logistics director of Stanley
Black & Decker in Europe.

Zonepicking

The zone picking system accommodates
7,000 different articles, divided into eight
zones which are mostly equipped by flowracks and mobile picking tables. The work in
the zone picking system starts by placing a

shipping box on the conveyor which passes through all zones. There is an operator in
every zone which scans the barcode on the box, after which the pick-to-light displays will
indicate which quantity should be picked out of which location. Once all order lines are
processed and confirmed by a push of the button on the display, the box will be pushed
on the conveyor again, after which it will continue towards the next zone.
When the box has passed through all the zones, the conveyor will transport the box to
a built-in scale. The WCS compares the weight of the box content with the theoretical
weight which is calculated based on the recorded weights of the various articles. If there
is an abnormality, it indicates that a picking mistake has been made, which results in the
checking of the box contents.

Automatic packaging lines

Dominic Vogels, logistics director Stanley Black & Decker Europe:
“Thanks to pick-to-light, we can
realize short walking distances
and a high productivity.”

After the zonepicking, the box will end up at one of the six manual packing stations. There,
an operator will add the correct documentation to the box, attach the shipping label and
fill the box in order to stabilize the often valuable content. The operator will then push the
box back onto the conveyor towards one of the two fully automatic packaging lines. In
these lines the boxes are closed without human intervention, after which they are taped
and strapped.
The conveyor continues towards the shipping line, where the packages end up at docks
by means of three exits: one for France, one for Germany and one for all other destinations. “The volumes for Germany and France are so big that we send the packages on full
trailers to those countries. The telescope conveyor transports the packages to the trailers,
where they are stacked on the floor, “says Vogels.

Allocation of items

Since the last supplies have moved to the new dc in Tessenderlo in January 2014, Stanley
Black & Decker processes an average 27,000 order lines per day, out of which 22,000
are in the area with tools and storage systems. Vogels: “Half of the 22,000 order lines
comes out of Inter’s system. This makes it an important contribution to the productivity of
the entire DC.“

Summary

• Zonepicking with 7000 picklocations
• 11.000 order lines per day
• Six pick-to-light zones and six packing stations
• Automatic weight control
• Automatic packaging lines with boxclosers
• Shipping line with telescope conveyors
• Control by INTHER LC WCS
• Assortment of 58.000 SKU’s
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